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Multimedia is an integral part of educational
systems. The primary objective of it. In

addition, the online player is quickly
becoming the primary medium for. learning
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themselves with operating technology,
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The.BARLETTSVILLE, W.Va. -- The fiancÚ of
a prominent coal company executive who

police say drove his pickup truck into a
crowd of protesters at a town square in

West Virginia has been sentenced to five
years in prison for his role in the incident.

Thirty-one-year-old David Bundy told
Jefferson County Circuit Judge Michael Nims

on Monday that he made a “horrible
mistake.” Bundy is the fiancÚ of Phillip

Sprouse, the chief executive of Bowler Coal
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Co. in West Virginia. He also is the owner of
a company called Pure American Coal that
the judge later ordered to pay $1.4 million
in fines, $500,000 in community service,
and $152,000 in legal fees to the town of
Barlett. Get Breaking News Delivered to
Your Inbox The sentence came following

Sprouse’s sentencing for reckless
endangerment and drunken driving, both

misdemeanors. That incident took place last
year, after a string of violent protests

erupted in the area over development of
the Mountain Valley Pipeline. State police

say Sprouse led a pickup truck into a group
of more than 100 protesters in May 2018,

causing injuries to several people. In a
statement, the judge said Bundy “knew or

should have known” his actions might
provoke the situation. “If this were a game

of Russian Roulette, it would be over for
you,” the judge told Bundy. “This was your

life.” The judge said Bundy needed drug
and alcohol treatment as well as education

on how to interact with the public. He
suggested Bundy work in youth court and
treatment centers. “You need to learn the
basics of how to interact with other human
beings,” Nims said. “You’ve got a whole life

ahead of you.” As part of the sentence,
Bundy will also serve the prison term and
pay the fines and fees stemming from the

charges in Barlett. B
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